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SELECTED WORK

1. Rachel Pullman
   Luxe
2. Maya Varadaraj
   Saratoga
3. Helen Wu
   Between the Eyes
4. Linzi Kofsky
   Gimlet
5. Susannah Hallagan
   Cubist Cosmo *
   jewelry by Hannah Woodard '11 JM
6. Connie Weng
   Kurenai
7. Pamela Ho
   Dovetail *
8. Emma Walsh
   Castaway
9. Youn Young Chae
   Silent Beauty *
10. Kristen Wright
    Topographic *
11. Lauren Williams
    Venetian Romance *
12. Amanda Goss
    Violet Finches
13. Amanda Goss
    Crimson Tzar
14. Lauren Williams
    Kodak 1995
15. Julie Schultz
    Jitterbug *
16. Zev Schwartz
    Dick Tracy
17. Jacqueline Siefert
    Avalanche *
18. Zev Schwartz
    Limelight
19. Elise Pelletier
   Welcome to Manhattan
   print designed by Sakura Bready
20. Eugenah Kim
    The Other Woman *
   print designed by Sakura Bready
21. Morgan Selin
    Schninn *
22. Courtney Mitchell
    Warrior Princess
23. Nelle Horsley
    Barn Swallow *
24. Tiffany Jet Ng
    The Badlands *
25. Anya Yasabella Valderrama
    Lowrider
26. Morgan Selin
    Lunar Eclipse *
   print designed by Laura Rider-Hill

SENIOR COLLECTIONS

1. Rose La Grua
   W/E 2011 *
2. Antoinette Ticzon
   Eseapism
3. Jackie O'Laughlin
   Militia
4. Maya Varadaraj
   Love Today
5. Connie Weng
   Oxide
6. Sarah Richards
   Extra Verte
   machine knit fabric by
   Arman Negahban '11 TX
7. Julie Schultz
   Grounded!! *
8. Carter Bryant
   Field of Blue Children *
9. Pamela Ho
   Suspension *
   crystals donated by Swarovski
10. Hye Min Kang
    Fissure *
11. Linzi Kofsky
    De la Mer
    crystals donated by Swarovski
12. Kristen Wright
    Erodere *
13. Susannah Hallagan
    Ceremony *
   jewelry by Misha Kahn '11 FD
14. Youn Young Chae
    Fade Out!!
15. Laura VanWylten
    Bittersweet
16. Sang Dinh
    Vector
17. Avery Reed
    The Tempest *
18. Egle Paulauskaite
    Protiostoyanie *
19. Anya Yasabella Valderrama
    Lizhini
20. Emma Walsh
    Child's Play
21. Stephanie Seibel
    Entre Quatre Murs *
22. Esther Hyun Lee
    Mykonos
23. Rachel Pullman
    Spectacle Vivant
   crystals donated by Swarovski
24. Eric Dinges
    Motapo

AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

Apparel Design Scholarship
Helen Byram Scholarship
Josephine & Bernard Chaus Scholarship
Cranston Print Works Scholarship
Raul L. Lovett Scholarship
Rebecca Dellman Henry Memorial Scholarship
Joseph Piselli Memorial Scholarship
Mary Bowen Polk Scholarship
Louise A. Shuster Memorial Scholarship
Esper A. Shwaery '23 Memorial Scholarship
Textron Fellowship

The garments shown here were created in response to the following design challenges:

CLASS OF '11

Cocktail Collection: design a collection of contemporary cocktail apparel in collaboration with the current RISD Museum exhibition Cocktail Culture: Ritual and invention in American Fashion, 1920–1980
Senior Thesis: create a collection that reflects the essence and philosophies of your personal vision

CLASS OF '12

Knitwear Design: explore the properties of knits and design cut-and-sew and machine-knit garments
Tailoring Project: interpret traditional tailoring techniques to create a look with a jacket

CLASS OF '13

Re-Innovative Design: explore the properties of recycled materials other than fabric while creating a wearable piece
Print Design Project: create a garment that makes optimal use of printed fabric designed by a RISD Textiles student

* garment for sale

Selected designs from Collection 2011 and other garments will go on sale to the public at noon on Sunday, May 22 in the lobby of the RISD Auditorium, Canal Walk at Market Square (near the corner of South Main and College streets).

Proceeds benefit the RISD Scholarship Fund
CRITICS
Robert Geller '01 AP
Tommy Hilfiger
Lorraine Howes
Tina Lutz
Nicole Miller '73 AP
Marcia Patmos '91 AP
Maria Tulokas MAE '74/
MFA '76 PR
Karen Young '88 AP

MENTORS
John Dunnigan MFA '80 ID
David Frazer '70 PT
Neil Gilks
Leo Narducci '60 AP
Deborah Newhall '74 IL

FACULTY
Catherine Andreozzi '87 AP
Maha Barsom
Elizabeth Bentley '83 AP
Meg Rysk DeCubellis '83 AP
Kathleen Grevers
Donna Gustavsen '70 AP
Hanna Hohenberg
Lorraine Howes
Anne Jacobucci
Mary Kawenski
Suzanne Marcini '82 AP
Jeung-Hwa Park MFA '00 TX
Christina Rotelli
Judith Skoogfors-Prip

STAFF
John A. Loureiro
Charlotte Payne

DONORS
Josephine Chaus
Cranton Print Works
Kenneth F. Guarino
Sheila and Francois Haas
Nancy Lovett
Nicole J. Miller
David T. Shwaery
Squires Services, Ltd.
Textron
Helen and Rufus Williams

PRODUCTION
Artistic Director
Mary Kawenski
Commentary
Mary Kawenski
Technical Manager
John A. Loureiro
Backstage Managers
Catherine Andreozzi '87 AP
Meg Rysk DeCubellis '83 AP
Music Mix
Kamal Kamal MIA '12
Jeremy Afuso MArch '12
Senior Film
Don O'Sullivan
Hair and Makeup
Squires Salon
Print Materials
Sarah Rainwater

MODELS
Sehilia Al-Drweesh
Liz Bang
Paige Bradley
Meredith Brion
Alina Buevich
Sidney Carvalho
Dea Champlin
Murphy Chang
Nong Chotipatoomwan
Alison Clark
Samantha Clark
Liz Connolly
Erin Courtney
Ana Cristina
Dana Davis
Stephanie DelVecchio
Molly Desmond
Katie Deutsch
Bianca Diaz
Cadi Diaz
Siera Dismore
Lea Dixon
Jennifer Doh
Kim Dupont-Madinier
Elizabeth Englander
Natasha Fay
Chris Fernald
Joanna Gammel
Rosa Glenn
Caroline Goddard
Lena Greene
Marleen Gutierrez
Lacey Hall
Rachel Hallock
Raffi Hanley
Kristen Harada
Lily Harris
Sarah Harrison
Molly Haynes
Chandelle Heffner
Katherine James
Griffin Jones
Misha Kahn
Eunie Kim
Eugena Kim
Jay Lim Kim
Emily Kimber
Judith Kollo
Jennifer Kwack
Lucas Leffer
Nicole LePoor
Claudia Leung
Michaela Lewis
Mengzhou (Jenny) Li
Mary Kate Lopiccolo
Olave Luo
Nora MacLeod
Alexandra Marzella
Madison Maynard
Ian McCord
Emma Mendel
Julia Min
Courtney Mitchell
Tessa Modi

Natalie Murrow
Andrea Nguyen
Mumbai O'Brien
Chloe O'Connell
Jackie O'Laughlin
Payton O'Leary
Sally Oh
Adi Oren
Simone Paasche
Alison Palm
Morgan Palmer
Emily Phipps
Joanna Poceta
Valerie Poret
Nicole Poor
Natasha Pradhan
Melodie Ratelle
Katia Reyes
Lily Rosenquist
Emma Saffir
Cecilia Salamá
Paul Savovici
Emily Rikah Schiff-Slater
Alexandra Schultz
Morgan Selin
Jackson Shad
Emily Shaw
Laura Sherriff
Elsinore Smith-Cardetta
Austin Snyder
Laura Song
Hannah Soukup
Miranda Steele
Kate Stevenson
Katrina Stokes
Amanda Swain
Gayla Tapolsky
Ting Tham
Annick Thomas
Virginia Tran
John-Paul Trang
Ross Tyger
Thea Ulrich
Jan Velez
Mariana Valiejo
Elsa Wallenberg
Anne Wang
Beth Weaver
Annie Wick
Caitlin Wright
Kristen Wright
Dah Hae Yoon
Allyn Yu